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Elaine Day 
I want to thank the Clemson catches, including a nice one­Sports Editor 
fans for turning out. It was handed grab at the sideline, 
It was a close one, an opportuniry for · some of making Williams look like 
but Clemson managed to our young players to get a he was in midseason form. 
get the win on Saturday in taste of what it is like here on Receiver Artavis Scott topped 
Death Valley. game day." the stats for the White team 
Well, at least part of Running back C.J. with 75 yards on four catches Swinney said. "I was happy touchdowns. On the ground, Orange's two sacks. 
Clemson came out victorious, Davidson led the way for and 109 yards in kick returns. with the play Nick Israel rushed for 12 yards in One perhapsof player 
as the White team defeated the White team and also Since quarterback Schuessler this spring, and he three attempts, and Bryant stood out from the rest on the 
the Orange squad by a score topped all rushers with 100 Deshaun Watson was forced will be the backup to Deshaun had 29 yards on seven rushes. White team: freshman walk­
of 35-24 in Clemson's 2015 yards on six carries for two to remain on the sidelines Watson coming out of spring On the defensive side oh Hunter Renfrow. Renfrow 
Spring Game. A record crowd touchdowns. Included in while recovering from a torn practice. But the freshmen of the ball, safeties Jayron can punt, return punts, play 
ACL, both new and old faces well specialof 37,000 Tiger fans came to those 100 yards was a 54-yard played and showed Kearse and Jeffrie Gibson and teams defense and 
Memorial Stadium to watch run for a touchdown in the got to take snaps during the great improvement." linebacker Kendall Joseph even wide receiver. He had a 
our football team play for the second quarter that gave the game. Nick Schuessler played The freshman, mid­ each had six tackles for the 24-yard reception during the 
first time since January and White squad a 28-10 lead. for both teams, throwing year enrollees Tucker Israel White team, closely followed game as well as two special 
the last time until September, The White team's second-best for a combined 11-17 passes and Kelly Bryant, were split by three other players that had teams tackles and should be 
as this game concluded rusher for the day was 2014- for 201 yards and two between the two squads, as five apiece. Gibson also forced fun to watch in September. 
spring practice. 2015 starting running back touchdowns, one for both Israel worked with the White one the two turnoversof The Spring Game serves 
Wayne Gallman, who"I was pleased with the had Orange and White. Schuessler team and Bryant with the in the game, returning an as the last real football action in 
game today," Head Coach 71 yards and a touchdown in will be the definite backup in Orange. Israel, a recruit from interception for 17 yards. Death Valley until September, 
Dabo Swinney said. "The big seven rushes. September. Orlando, Florida, completed The Orange squad was led by and fans can now look forward 
thing is we didn't get anyone The Orange offense was "We put the team in eight of his 16 passes for defensive end Kevin Dodd, to summer and fall practice 
hurt. It was a very competitive led by wide receiver Mike as much game simulation as 110 yards, while Bryant, a who had six tackles, including updates as well as Clemson's 
game and I expected that. We Williams, who had 105 yards possible today and that goes South Carolina native, went Orange's only two tackles for first game on Saturday, Sept. 5 
had a great crowd today and and two touchdowns in five for the young quarterbacks," two Dodd also one of10-16 for 95 yards and loss. had against Wofford. 
< ' 
Blue Key members 
~·..:c•t~ 
hold event for 
students 
in need 
Matthew Stapleton "That's because we 
News Editor wanted people who weren't 
super athletically inclined to 
Starting on Wednesday, still feel like they could be a part 
a group of Clemson students of the Pursuit. There's still the 
will be participating in the Blue same prizes and everything," 
Key Senior Honorary Society's McNeal said. 
annual event, the Pursuit. The In the past, the event 
event runs for three days, and has had almost 150 students 
is designed with the idea of participate. This year, Blue Key 
combining student activities is aiming for a participation 
Dr. Saunders, history professor, has been a crucial part ofClemson's faculty for the past 45 years.with campus history. goal of 250 students with a 
"I thought it was really fundraising goal of $7,000. An 
fun bonding with a friend who additional goal of the Pursuit is 
I hadn't really done that with," to help Clemson students of all Looking back with Dr. Saunders
said junior psychology major years feel more in-sync with the 
Melanie Bennett. "It's really fun university's history. 
running around with a friend "I enjoy that the Pursuit D.E. Lyles mystical quality of speed and subject that I find exciting. I fashionable for students to say 
learning about campus." is great because it's a good Assistant News Editor power and places." feel like I do a good job and they are "visual learners." The 
Dr. Saunders' time at thoroughly enjoy it," said classrooms will be differentIn the past three years of outlet for students, and it gets 
University Clemson in very Saunders. followed Saundersthe Pursuit, all three days were you in-tune with the vibe of Clemson is began a Dr. He here without Dr. 
home to many fine professors with partdevoted to the main idea of the the university, kind of like unconventional way. In 1969, his least favorite in them." 
event - exploring campus on educating students on Clemson who serve its proud students. Dr. Saunders came via train of teaching: ''.Assigning final Dr. Paul C. Anderson, 
After this semester, however, to his interview at Clemson grades is no fun. There is some among many, many othera due-based scavenger hunt, history," said McNeal. "It's a 
Clemson will be saying · University. The head of the pleasure in giving Xs, but all professors, also gave herlearning about the history of self-guided tour of Clemson. 
goodbye to one of its most history department at the students are not Xs. And you deepest appreciation for theClemson. However, based on When I finished the Pursuit as a 
honorable educators. Dr. time, Bob know some services that Dr. Saunders hasfeedback from both Blue Key sophomore, I felt like I had seen 
Richard L. Saunders will be Lambert, had, will be very rendered to Clemson, "I don't members and relay participants more of the campus. It's for the 
alike, there will be a different people who love campus." retiring from Clemson after according to '' THERE'S NOT A disappointed." think it's actually possible 
teaching history in Hardin Dr. Saunders, D r to overestimate his impactsegment the first day of the The proceeds from the MORE PASSIONATE,Hall for the past 45 years. "read the time Saunders has, on Clemson or his influenceevent. On Wednesday, a trivia Pursuit go toward the Student 
Dr. Saunders, who table wrong." COMMITTED become a on thousands of lives -night will take place at 356 Emergency Fund, a fund set 
attended Northwestern Ultimately, favorite teacher there's not a more passionate,Sushi, where students can win up by the university to assist 
University for his Dr. Saunders TEACHER not only to his committed teacher anywhereprizes and help raise money for students who might be dealing 
undergraduate degree, and was left students, but on campus, or anywhere onthe Student Emergency Fund. with a crisis. McNeal addressed ANYWHERE ONthe University of 11linois standing amongst his any other campus. He's been"I'm excited for the the idea that many students 
for his graduate degrees, alone at the colleagues. Dr. a huge influence on me as atrivia night change. It was don't expect these emergencies CAMPUSoriginally had no aspirations Clemson Alan Grubb, teacher, as an example of allsomething I created based on to happen and often do not '' to become an educator. In train depot. credited Dr. that's right about what wefeedback because there are so know where to go for help. 
fact, Dr. Saunders had set his Saunders said,''All the lights Saunders with not only being should try to do and aspire tomany students who play trivia The Student Emergency Fund 
life in motion to become a went off, and I'm in pitch a role model for students with be. Somehow I think we allat Triple T's and such and we helps these students who might 
lifetime worker in the railroad black. You could hear the his work ethic, but also a man . feel diminished without him."thought it'd be cool to have have their apartment burn 
industry. ~I was going to make crickets chirping, and I was his colleagues can look to for Dr. Saunders has not onlypeople fundraise while having down during their time at 
the railroad my career," said thinking what do I do now?" inspiration. "We all impacted the lives and careersfun," said senior history major Clemson, or are dealing 
Dr. Saunders. To this very As a professor, Dr. put in a lot of time on our of the faculty at Clemson, butJonMcNeal. with intense situations such 
day, trains and the world of Saunders says that he enjoys the classes, but Dr. Saunders has also past and present studentsMcNeal is the director as poverty, homelessness 
railroads as a whole have a very job as a whole, but also admits always spent more time than who have been lucky enoughof the Putsuit this year. He and hunger. 
special place in the heart and that he has favorite aspects most, and it has shown in his to sit in on his classes. Brandonparticipated in the event his The Blue Key Senior mind of Dr. Saunders: "It's of the job as well as parts he carefully crafted classes replete Balevre, a senior history majorsophomore year, and served as Honorary Society has around a mystical thing [trains). A loathes. "My favorite thing is with sound and images. said that in his entire academicassistant director his junior year 40 students who work together thundering machine going to getting up and giving a lecture He was doing this sort of
due to increasing interest in to put on the Putsuit for faraway places. There is that I know is well- prepared on a stuff even before it became See SAUNDERS on page A2
the Putsuit. Clemson students. 
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SAUNDERS from page Al 
career that "he [Saunders] is 
the most interesting professor 
I have ever taken." 
Clemson alumni 
continue to feel the benefits 
of being a student at Clemson 
and of Dr. Saunders. Robert 
H. Lyles, a graduate of 
Clemson in 2007 with 
a BA. in history and 2011 
with a Master's degree in 
education through the 
MAT program, said that 
Dr. Saunders is one of the 
greatest things about being 
a student at Clemson. "Rich 
Saunders is a Clemson 
institution; he had been 
giving it to students straight 
for a very long time, 
and doesn't pull any 
punches. He is as likely to tell 
you about Louis Armstrong, 
trains or the Japanese 
stock marker as he is 
Western Civilization or 
JFK - all of which end up 
being more important than 
you think." 
Even though Dr. 
Saunders is nor a southern 
native, he said that over 
he past 45 years he has 
come to appreciate Clemson 
and all that it stands 
for, "I'm somebody not 
from the south that 
came to Clemson not 
knowing what I was getting 
into. My blood never 
quite ran orange, but 
I've had a blast at 
Clemson, mostly because of 
the students." 
Guneet Bedi has big plans with his new position such as 
a graduate student center and grad student tutoring. 
organize these conferences, 
talks, or industrial visits 
that would help in the 
professional development of 
graduate students. 
TTN: What 
look forward to 
new position? 
do 
m 
you 
your 
GB: I look forward to 
be able to advocate the needs 
of graduate students . . . to 
be their voice, to voice my 
op1mons to administrative 
staff and all the important 
people around campus. 
TIN: What do you do 
for fun? 
GB: I used to be on 
Clemson's water polo team, 
I was on their team for two 
years and I play intramural 
tennis. I do a lot of work out. 
You'll find me at gym quite 
often. I'm well into sports. I 
love playing. I really think its 
important, the physical fitness 
and well-being aspect. 
TTN. What drew you ro 
Clemson? 
GB: A number of factors, 
actually. The first primary 
factor was my research area 
that I was interested in and 
they have this amazing facility 
off campus and the professor 
is top notch in his field. 
And second, affordability 
was a very important factor 
as well. And then I was 
coming for a spring intake 
so that reduced a lot of 
options. Not many universities 
offer a spring intake. So 
that was another option. And 
we had a water polo team. 
r Where do you 
see yourself going with your 
education? 
GB: Right after my 
graduation I want to work 
for industry - maybe as 
a process engineer or in 
research and development, 
but definitely an industrial job. 
r "1: Do you have a 
location in mind? 
GB: No. Around here 
would be nice, but it doesn't 
matter really. Where ever the 
job takes me. 
How 
you been in the Sta
GB: A little 
long 
tes? 
over 
have 
three 
years. 
You say you would 
like to stay in the area, why? Is 
there something here that's not 
in your home environment? 
How is it different? 
GB: The important 
factor is that the people here 
are very welcoming and very 
supportive. And then I would 
say the environment, the 
climate, it's very good. These 
two features are what you 
need, a good surrounding, a 
good healthy climate around 
you. It works. And it was a 
very big change. See I'm from 
a big city, I'm from New Delhi, 
India and here was a very 
fine change. 
Organization 
of the 
Week: 
President of Students Helping Honduras (SHH)., Amelia 
Carter recently sat down with The Tiger to discuss her 
philanthropic works through SHH. SHH is a task-oriented 
assembly of students that seek to petter the lives ofvillagers 
in remote and/ or poverty-stricken parts of Honduras. The 
next event for SHH is Karaoke Night at TD's downtown on 
Wednesday, April 22 at 7 p.m. 
The Tiger News: Tell me a little about the history of SHH. 
Amelia Carta- (A.C): Our branch isn't terribly old, and has only 
been an official Clemson group for about six years, but it is already 
one of the largest arms of the national organization in the entire 
country. We have 115 members enrolled, and we hope to take at 
least half on our annual trip to Honduras. This year, our goal is to 
raise $30,000 in order to fund the construction ofa school in the 
village of Brisas de! Valle. 
1TN: What motivates you to accomplish the work that 
you do? What pushes you and your fellow students to commit so 
wholeheartedly to the group effort? 
AC: The work that we do provides us with an opportunity 
unlike any other. For a week, we take 50-100 students on a trip 
to Honduras in order to help build a school for a village in need. 
This gives us the opportunity to develop relationships with the 
locals and each other and is an immensely rewarding experience 
that makes all ofthe hard work we put into it worthwhile. 
1TN: How do you seek to raise awareness for your 
fundraising campaign? 
AC: We have a social media presence on all of the major 
apps (Facebook, Twitter, and Instagram) and we are sending a 
detachment to the upcoming International Festival (April 19 from 
12 p.m. - 4 p.m. on Bowman Field), but we try to put emphasis 
on the meetings we have for current and potential members. 
Research on zebra fish challenges preconceptions about 
fish intelligence. 
Tigra scientifica: 
''One Fish, Two Fish, 
Red Disc, Blue Disc'' 
Annie Carew 
Contributor 
If you've ever had a fish 
tank, or even a single fish 
in a bowl, you've probably 
wondered if they get bored 
in such a tiny space. We wave 
away these worries with the 
myth that fish only have three­
second memories so that the 
whole tank is continually new 
to them. The underlying idea 
of this myth is that fish are 
not very intelligent. However, 
research conducted last year in 
England suggests that at least 
one species of fish is smarter 
than we think. This study has 
proven that fish are capable 
of processing information 
in a way previously 
thought unique only to 
mammals and birds. 
This study, which was 
published in PLOS One 
in October 2014, sought 
evidence of parallel processing 
in zebra fish. Parallel 
processing is an organism's 
ability to simultaneously 
comprehend multiple sensory 
inputs. For example, imagine 
a fish is in search of food in a 
tank that is filled with objects. 
Without parallel processing, 
the fish would have to go 
through each of the objects in 
the tank one by one until the 
food source was detected. By 
using parallel processing, this 
hypothetical fish could look at 
all of the objects, process them 
simultaneously, and find the 
food source quickly. Prior to 
this experiment, it was thought 
that fish did not possess the 
brain structure necessary for 
parallel processing. 
The experiment design 
was simple and elegant. 11 
adult zebra fish were presented 
with visual stimuli in the form 
of red and blue discs. The 
blue d. was the " target,"1sc 
providing a source of food, 
and the red disc was the 
"distractor." Each experiment 
marked the time it took the 
fish to locate the correct disc 
among the distractors. The 
number of distractors was 
gradually increased, and it was 
found 
number 
that 
of 
an 
' distrac
increased 
tors had 
little to no effect on the 
accuracy with which the 
zebra fish could find their 
target object. 
Scientists were well aware 
that fish brains were structured 
differently than mammals', 
and it was thought that 
this indicated a lack of 
complexity. The study 
"challenges theories of 
vertebrate neural architecture," 
and implies that fish are more 
intelligent than humans give 
them credit for. 
Interview with Graduate Student Government 
President: Guneet Bedi 
Emelle Englehart 
News Editor 
The Tiger News: What 
are you studying? 
r.., Bali: I'm 
doing my Ph.D. in electrical 
engineering with a focus 
in bioelectronics. 
TTN: Could you describe 
that a little bit? 
GB: We work towards 
developing biosensors to 
detect different things. Right 
now we're working on glucose 
detection, so implantable 
biosensors that detect glucose 
inside a human being. 
TTN: Are you addressing 
the application side of 
this project? 
GB: No, I am addressing 
the electronic side. So I deal 
with the electronic devises 
that can be used to made 
those biosensors and work on 
improving the sensitivity of 
those devices. 
TTN: How did you get 
into that? 
GB: Well, I've been pretty 
excited with biology and then 
my undergrad was in electrical 
engineering, so I wanted to 
combine the two fields that 
interest me, so I came up at 
bioelectronics. I think that 
was my calling. And we have 
a good program here, and 
we have a dedicated research 
facility to bioelectronics. It 
is in Anderson, so that is 
pretty cool. 
TTN: What year are you? 
GB: This is my - well a 
little over three years, so my 
fourth year. I did my masters 
here and now I'm doing 
my Ph.D. 
TTN: As the new 
graduate student government 
president, can you tell me a 
little about your platform? 
GB: My platform 
is basically split into two 
categories. One is enhancing 
. th~ srudeni: life and quality 
· 6n camJ?US, and the second 
is providing all stu~ents with 
engagement opportunities 
and leadership opportunities 
on campus. __ So with the 
student life, I deal with 
diversity and inclusion on 
campus. So that includes 
making a diversity enrollment 
plan so we can have more 
graduate students from 
different geographical areas 
and different focus areas 
admitted to Clemson. To 
support that program we 
need faculty that is there to 
help them out, so a diverse 
faculty hiring program. And 
then the third sub-point in that 
category would be developing 
our satellite campuses. So 
partnering with them to work 
in this regard. 
And then my next point 
is to work towards improving 
the life of international 
students, providing them 
services that range from 
having a peer mentor program 
for new incoming students 
and temporary housing for 
new incoming international 
students. Providing 
immigration support and 
services not only in Clemson 
but the other satellite 
campuses so they don't have 
to come all the way over here 
to get those services. Also, 
providing tutoring services, 
not only to international 
students, but to all graduate 
students through the 
academic success center. Then 
involving alumni association 
in terms of giving us 
funding for professional 
initiative grants and acting as 
host families for international 
students. And over all 
working with different 
task forces to improve the 
campus climate. 
TTN: What do you plan 
to do with your new position? 
GB: I would say five 
major things. One would be 
to have an exclusive graduate 
student center on campus, 
a place where the graduate 
students can go and hangout. 
We have nothing like that 
on campus and it has been 
in demand. The second 
main thing would be to 
provide them transportation 
to and from where ever they 
live during rhe holidays 
especially because that is 
the time the CAT buses are 
not running or they have 
reduced hours so they 
stop . at 6 p.m. The grad 
students have to stay at our 
labs on campus beyond that, , 
so that would be another 
important point. 
The rhird would be the 
grad student tutoring. The 
fourth point would be to 
engage dialogues between 
students and faculty through 
on campus conferences and 
research symposiums. That's 
very important as well. And 
maybe partner with different 
academic departments to 
Make the most 
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CON6RATULATIONS 
TO 
Andrew Moore 
and 
Natalie Hass! 
Andrew and Natalie purchased their copies of the 
2014-2015 Taps Yearbooks at summer orientation! We 
randomly selected their names for a 3-year free Tops 
package and an iPad Mini! 
A conversation about 
mental health in college 
students 
BLEEDING 
ORANGE
ANO 
·PURPLE 
Savannah Miller 
Columnist 
y parents usually 
wai red until late 
at night to finish 
their arguments. 
I could always hear them 
anyway through the thin 
walls of my bedroom. It 
didn't bother me because 
their constant fighting was all 
I knew. They eventually got 
a divorce, which was upsetting 
at the time. After the initial 
shock wore off, it made sense 
to me, even as an 8-year­
old, chat they would both be 
happier separated. I didn't 
notice that it impacted me 
that much. My daily schedule 
changed, and I saw my mother 
much less after she moved 
out, but the things that were 
the most important to me 
at the time, friends and school, 
remained constant. 
For about a year, I was 
taken to a child psychologist 
periodically to "talk about 
my feelings." She laid out art 
supplies and endless reams 
of paper for me to use while 
we discussed life. I only liked 
these sessions because of my 
fascination with paints and 
drawing. Otherwise, I had no 
opinion on the matter. 
It was not until high 
school, after a bout with 
bullying, chat my head began to 
fill with insecurities and doubts 
about mysel£ My freshman 
year I was the new kid in a 
very small private school where 
rumors and gossip spread like 
a plague. Near the end of the 
year, I became socially isolated 
from the ocher students and 
spent most of my time on my 
own. High school is often a 
sensitive time but being alone 
made it all the worse. 
I transferred to a 
large public school for the 
remainder of my high school 
career. I was initially much 
happier, but my depression 
fully developed without my 
consent throughout my junior 
and senior years. 
I often found myself 
staring thoughtlessly into the 
distance, a deep pit of sadness 
in my stomach that I could 
not explain. Sleeping was the 
quickest fix for those long hours 
of nothingness, and it became 
one of my favorite activities. I 
was eternally exhausted, and 
when I was out spending time 
with friends or family, I found 
myself unable to handle even 
the slightest change in plans. 
It seemed that the tears fell for 
no reason. I could cell chat my 
friends didn't understand my 
sadness, and they often became 
frustrated at my outbursts. 
I snapped at anyone who 
attempted to reach out to me. 
Soon, they stopped asking if 
I was okay. Every minute of 
every hour became a fight to 
keep myself together. I didn't 
want to break my deceptively 
normal appearance. 
I began therapy again 
once I realized how bad my 
declining mental state was after 
a huge breakdown from stress. 
It was calming to talk about 
my feelings to someone who 
was completely objective; I had 
a place to get rid of all 
the anxious thoughts and 
uncemunnes that bounced 
around in my head. Through 
therapy I felt like my side of 
my story was finally being 
heard, even if it was only 
by one person. After a few 
months, when I was starting 
to get better, I stopped 
going, and when I felt myself 
regressing mentally, I returned. 
This pattern continued 
until I no longer needed 
constant support. 
Though I am much better 
than I was during those years, 
dealing with my depression 
is still a work in progress. 
Probably the most noticeable 
aspect of my disorder is my 
weight fluctuation. I stop 
eating when my emotions 
peak and valley; my shirts 
seem to grow in size and belts 
become essential. Most people 
don't see chis as a problem, 
but comments about my 
thinness, usually meant to be 
complimentary, only cause 
a tush of old insecurities to 
flood my brain. I've since 
gotten better at controlling my 
appetite when times are dreary, 
but I sometimes have to force 
myself to eat until my love for 
food reappears. It's not ideal, 
but there are worse problems 
to have. 
Right now, at this 
exact point in time, I am the 
healthiest mentally that I have 
ever been. I go through the 
usual swing of moods chat 
come with school and life, but 
I no longer feel cut offfrom the 
rest of the world. Now, I can 
actually relate to other people. I 
smile genuinely when the sun is 
out, and sometimes laugh until 
my throat hurts. I'm no longer 
afraid to share my thoughts 
or speak my mind. Though 
this is juse a small excerpt of 
my life with depression, it was 
a long, exhaustive ride to get 
to this place of contentment. 
It cook some time for me to 
learn about myself before I 
could find the words to ask for 
help, but I wouldn't trade my 
experiences for anyone else's. 
I only hope chat my testimony 
can help out someone who has 
felt the same. The philosopher 
Friedrich Nietzsche said it best: 
"That which does not kill us 
makes us stronger." 
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Sustainability within 
Undergraduate Student 
Governnient 
Erin A. Hughes 
Columnist 
e see you. We 
hear you. We 
are fighting 
for you." These 
are the words 
I think of when anyone 
asks me what student 
government is or what its 
purpose is. This motto is 
a perfect representation 
of what this group of 
students is hungry to do, 
which is to represent their 
student body. There are 
many different tasks of 
CUSG, but one that is 
near and dear to my heart 
is sustainability. 
Everyone knows that 
Clemson University is a 
Top 20 school that has 
major sustainability goals 
for the future, and we 
have already banked some 
serious accomplishments 
toward being a greener 
campus. Among these 
achievements are great 
recycling and composting 
programs, educational 
teach-ins focusing on 
sustainability, many green 
clubs and initiatives 
and even sustainable 
research. We've done a 
lot with environmental 
sustainability, but this is 
only a portion of what 
the topic covers. The 
sustainability umbrella 
also covers economic and 
social issues, and achieving 
a truly sustainable campus 
would be difficult without 
having a good balance of all 
three sides of sustainability. 
We have many 
sustainable research projects 
and clubs on campus that 
involve a heavy amount 
of engineering and hard 
sciences, but that alone will 
not. We need to give all 
students the opportunity 
to take part in clubs and 
research in sustainability 
regardless of the major, 
because sustainability 
can be incorporated 
almost anywhere. 
Kaitlyn Samons 
Columnist 
s a freshman, one ofmy 
hardest adjust1nents 
was leaving my friends 
and family in South Florida. 
I had to overcome my fear 
of meeting new people and 
possibly being disliked at 
first glance. I never really 
understood how naive I was. 
At home, I rarely deal with 
harsh criticism based on my 
appearance, and I had never 
dealt with the racism I find 
rampant in the South. 
Many people would argue 
that I am from the South, but 
after being here for nearly a 
year, I would have to disagree. 
I would say I was from "Latin 
America" before I would ever 
say "the South." I have seen 
very little hostility toward 
me on a first time basis, but I 
have seen open anger directed 
at those of color without any 
initial prompting. 
Confederate flags wave 
peacefully in the wind 
while their owners argue it 
is their constitutional right 
to promote their state's 
history to others. In the 
same breath, they use harsh 
and disgusting terminology 
towards others based solely 
on their appearance 
and claim chat is their 
constirutional right. 
I ignorantly thought 
we, in the 21 century, were 
over racial feuding to chis 
extreme, but every day I hear 
people placing blame on other 
ethnicities for anything they 
can think 0£ I guess I am more 
confused than anything else. 
Why? What did people of 
color ever do to people who are 
just, for lack of a better term, 
less colored? 
Unfortunately; Clemson 
is not exempt from chis. 
While possibly unintentional, 
an overwhelming maJonty 
of Clemson students are 
white. Only about 1,350 of 
21,857 students at Clemson 
are black. After chis year's 
unforgettable Sigma Alpha 
Epsilon "Cripmas" party, we 
have to ask ourselves: wouldn't 
you feel uncomfortable 
coming to Clemson if you 
were a person of color? Edith 
Dunlap tweeted chat she "felt 
like a piece of pepper in the 
salt shaker." It's rare to see 
men or women of ethnically 
different backgrounds involved 
in Panhellenic campus 
fraternities and sororities 
as well, and I am not 
surprised. Racial tensions 
can be seen everywhere, even 
in Schiletter at 5:30 on a 
Monday evening. 
Next time you walk into 
a lecture, into a dining hall Opening sustainability at Addressing 
or into your dorm, see if you Clemson to have all majors and assisting in 
can branch out and speak to participate in sustainable solving social 
someone who may be of a clubs and organizations and justice issues 
different color. I asked a few to urge many of the existing on campus.
of my friends (of all different sustainable research projects
ethnicities) what colors they to broaden their scopes to Continuation ofbleed, and it was not surprising include positions on the teams support for thethat everyone answered to incorporate sustainable environmental"orange and purple." Try marketing and business sustainabilitylooking at that color palate for strategies to their projects. on campus.a change. 
Unifying the diverse 
student groups on 
campus to promote 
the cohesion of 
the diversity that 
currently exists on 
campus now and 
promoting diversity 
in numbers for 
the future. 
r. 
I! 
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Jack O'Reilly 
Columnist 
When I had to 
. choose a college at the end 
of 2014, I had some serious 
choices to make. I had just 
spent four years in the Army, 
and the GI Bill allowed me 
to leave my home srate of 
Florida and go to any public 
university in the United 
States. With that in mind, I 
set our from Sarasota for New 
York City, stopping at every 
public university I wanted to 
on my way there and back. 
I visited Clemson first, 
and I nearly stopped the 
trip rhen and there. If you're 
reading this, you chose 
Clemson too, so I don't have 
to tell you how appealing 
the campus is or how nice 
the folks around here are. 
It's a Top 20 university, it 
has a legendary military 
history and it's invested in 
each student's success. But 
I wasn't convinced. I'd been 
accepted to Penn State and 
the University of Kentucky, 
athletic and scholastic 
powerhouses in their own 
right. It's crazy to think 
about now, but nobody in 
my family had even heard 
of "a Clemson." Any doubts 
were erased on September 27, 
2014, when Deshaun Watson 
threw six touchdowns in his 
first collegiate start against 
North Carolina, and I found 
a home. 
Nothing compares to 
the excitement of a close 
night game in Death Valley. 
I've been to pro football 
playoff games, I've seen my 
· Tampa Bay Rays play in the 
World Series and I've had 
mortar rounds fired at me. 
Nothing stands up to 82,000 
screaming Clemson Tigers. 
That night against UNC, we 
were so loud that the Tar Heel 
quarterback said the ground 
was shaking beneath his feet. 
Williams, their quarterback, 
was one of the only ones that 
season to find success against 
Clemson's defense, and it put 
pressure on Deshaun and the 
offense. However, Deshaun 
and co. responded by putting 
up 528 yards and 50 points. 
After each touchdown or 
big play, some guy or girl 
I'd never met would give me 
a high five or a hug, and as 
the game went on, I felt more 
and more like a member of 
the Clemson Family. After 
the game, I rushed the 
field and managed to bro­
hug Vic Beasley. It was a 
new beginning. 
At Saturday's Spring 
Game, I felt that new 
beginning again. Deshaun 
Watson was running on his 
surgically repaired knee, 
and he took mental snaps 
on each and every play. 
Nick Schuessler looked like 
a game-ready quarterback. 
Artavis Scott made a 
SportsCenter Top 10 catch 
despite Adrian Baker being 
in perfect coverage. Clemson 
football looks ready to take 
on the 2015 season. 
More than that, next 
fall, thousands of new 
freshmen will experience that 
transformation I felt against 
UNC. Maybe it'll be against 
Boston College or Georgia 
Tech. They'll buy a bunch of 
orange stuff and learn how 
to make it match their pants. 
They'll walk with the band to 
the stadium, touch Howard's 
Rock and hope they can get 
Coach Swinney to high-five 
them when he storms down 
The Hill. They'll screw up 
the fight song and forget 
to pause between O and N. 
Finally, rhey'll learn to sing 
the Alma Mater arm-in-arm 
with today's college stars and 
tomorrow's NFL elite. 
Football isn't everything 
here at Clemson, but it sure 
made this 22-year-old war 
veteran freshman feel like 
he belonged. 
- -
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Baseball wins ACC series at Boston College 
Henry Hutton 
Senior Sta.lfWriter 
The Clemson baseball 
team won the first and third 
games of their series this past 
weekend to win an important 
conference series against 
Boston College 2-1. The 
victories would help the Tigers 
get back to .500, both on the 
season and in conference play, 
as they improved to 18-18 
(9-9 ACC) and dropped the 
Eagles to 16-18 (6-11 ACC). 
The Tigers won the first 
game in commanding fashion 
with a 15-6 blowout victory 
behind a stellar six inning 
performance from Matthew 
Crownover (6-1) in which he 
allowed no earned runs and 
only walked four batters. 
After the game, Head 
Coach Jack Leggett praised 
Crownover, saying "he 
continues to go out there 
and do really good things 
for us and got us off to a 
good start." 
Freshman reliever and 
Massachusetts native Paul 
Campbell pitched the final 
three innings and, despite 
giving up six runs, earned the 
save in a game that was never 
in question. Clemson opened 
the scoring in the fourth with 
two runs, as Reed Rohlman 
scored off Chris Okey's 
double and Okey then scored 
from Chase Pinder's single. 
Clemson got their third run 
unearned in the fifth, due to 
one of two Boston College 
errors for the game. 
The Tigers scored one 
more in the sixth off Pinder's 
second RBI at bat before 
Clemson exploded in the 
seventh for five runs. The 
scoring in the inning opened 
up with a bases-clearing 
double from Rohlman that 
was followed by a two­
run Okey homerun. The 
Tigers finished the day 
strong with three more 
runs in both the eighth and 
ninth to cap off a stunning 
offensive performance. 
Clemson dropped the 
middle game in painful 
fashion, 8-7 on Saturday 
afternoon in Chestnut Hill. 
The Tigers overcame an 
early 4-1 deficit with two 
Okey home runs in the fifth 
and sixth and another from 
Steven Duggar in the sixth 
to take a 5-4 lead. However, 
the Eagles responded to tie 
the game in the bottom of the 
inning before Clemson once 
again took a two run lead in 
the seventh with sacrifice flies 
from Eli White and Duggar. 
The Tigers could not 
stop Boston College though 
as they leveled the score yet 
again in the bottom of the 
frame before bringing in the 
go ahead and winning run off 
rhe bat of Blake Butera in the 
eighth. Starter Zach Erwin 
and middle reliever Kevin 
Pohle both struggled as they 
gave up four and three runs 
respectively in just over three 
innings pitched apiece, with 
only one strikeout combined. 
Taylor Vetzel (1-2) only 
pitched one inning for the 
Tigers but earned the loss as 
he allowed the winning run 
to cross. 
The Tigers won the 
rubber match, however, ro 
claim the series with a strong 
6-3 win. Brody Koerner (4-
4), despite being shaky m 
the third and fourth, pitched 
a solid game, going 7.2 
innings while only allowing 
two earned runs with nine 
strikeouts. Pat Krall earned 
his first save of the year in 
relief of Koerner, only giving 
up one hit with one strikeout. 
After trailing 3-1 after four 
innings, Clemson struck for 
three runs in the fifth, helped 
mostly by a two RBI single 
from Rohlman. 
After the game, in 
regards to his go ahead hit, 
Rohlman said, "We knew 
we were going to get some 
fastballs, and this time he 
left one over the middle of 
plate and I ended up hitting 
it through the four hole, 
which is good; it got our 
confidence up." 
The Tigers then 
cemented their lead in the 
seventh by scoring two 
more without a single hit, as 
walks and errors cost Boston 
College dearly in the loss. 
After two disappointing, 
one-run losses to Georgia and 
Charleston Southern during 
the week, the conference 
series victory on the road 
is another sign of progress 
for this Clemson squad. 
Although a sweep would have 
been enormous and must 
have felt so close, series wins 
in a conference as strong as 
the ACC are always hard to 
come by. If the Tigers hope 
ro position themselves for a 
potential NCAA tournament 
bid, the next five games 
at Doug Kingsmore this 
upcoming week will be 
incredibly important. 
Clemson will play 
Western Carolina and 
Gardner-Webb on Tuesday 
and Wednesday, the rype of 
mid-tier opponents that the 
Tigers need ro beat but have 
struggled with recently. ACC 
opponent Duke will then 
come to town for a three 
game weekend series, which 
Clemson must win, if not 
sweep, to continue to build a 
postseason resume. 
Women's tennis splits 
weekend matches 
Emily McGinley These three match victories 7-5 in the ACC. Clemson 
Contributor carried Duke over the Tigers won their matches against 
on Friday. The Tigers did Boston College Sunday 
Duke rook a close match have two single victories afternoon 6-1. 
to Clemson, 4-3, on Friday from Beatrice Gumulya and Clemson won all 
afternoon in Durham, North Romy Koelzer. of their singles matches 
Carolina. The No. 22 Blue Doubles matches against Boston College. 
Devils' victory to the Tigers against Duke on Friday Clemson's doubles were also 
improves Duke's overall remained close. Gumulya strong with the only loss 
record to 14-7 and 9-2 in and Rompies, the third­ being No. 2 doubles with 
the ACC. This loss brings ranked doubles team, Clemson's Tristen Dewar 
the Tigers to 13-8 overall won their match 8-6 with and Eidukonyte falling 
and 8-4 in the conference. the following doubles 1-8 to Emily Safron and 
Duke's Chalena Scholl matches also ending with Karya Vasilyev. 
won her match against close results. Ruiz and The Tigers' last home 
Clemson's singles player, Eidukonyte's doubles match is Friday, April 17 
Daniela Ruiz 6-1, 6-4. match ended in loss from against Notre Dame. The 
Ester Goldfeld also brought a tiebreaker. match beings at 2:30 p.m. 
Duke a win, defeating Joana The Tigers returned and is senior day for Koelzer, 
Eidukonyte 6-4, 6-2 and to Clemson Sunday for Gumulya, Rompies and 
Rachel Kahan for the Blue a match against Boston Yuilynn Miao and serves 
Devils came in 6-2, 6-3 over College. Bosron came into as a time to wrap up the 
Clemson's Jessy Rompies. the match 13-9 overall and team's season. 
• AT CLEMSON UNl\fERSITY_ a 
Help Wanted 
The Walker Course Maintenance 
Department has part time 
employment opportun.ities 
available this spring. 
Flexible hours, hourly pay, and golf 
privileges. 
Prior experience is preferred but not 
required. 
To learn more about how you ean earn rnoMy for 
c:olfeqe, please. cantact your local Army CarMr 
CCJllnHfor at (864) 26t•9121 or visit usat 3215 
Martin Lutller Kfn9 Jr. Blvd, Anderson. S"C 
To apply, contact Don Garrett at 
656-1814 or by email at 
dgarret@clemson.edu. 
Staying around Clemson this 
summer? Summer positions are 
available also. 
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Saavon Smalls music snobs who trashes couldn't help but feel that I finally took the stage. 
Asst. Outlook Editor every song that isn't on the wouldn't have as great a time I loved every minute of 
Ultimate Indie, Top 20 or during this concert. it. He made everyone laugh, 
Bastille. The Lumineers. whatever else playlist, but Then I got there. with "Drinking Class," - a 
Foster the People. Coldplay. I also couldn't be any more I'll admit, I missed all song I actually knew, and 
Paramore. apathetic towards country bur the last five minutes of gave away a signed guitar 
To you, I just listed music. It's not that it's a bad the first opening act, who to an audience member. ft 
meaningless. words. But to genre, I just never listen to apparently was his brother wasn't me, but it was still 
me, I listed just five of what - it, so indifference was the - those five minutes were pretty awesome. But, the 
seems like a never ending, only thing I could feel. I pretty decent, though. best part of the concert was 
constantly changing list of didn't even know Lee Brice Next came another band I his energy. From the time 
my favorite bands. When was a person until I saw didn't know anything about, he walked on stage until 
you have a favorite band the Tiger Paw Production Natalie Stovall and the the time he walked off, Lee 
or artist, one of the biggest flyer advertising his concert, Drive. The air filled with made sure that everyone 
dreams you have is attending and I made my bud jump the sounds of the violin (or was having the best time. 
their concerts, singing along up and down when I fiddle - whatever) and the I danced (poorly) with my 
at the top of your lungs to reluctantly asked him if he crowd began to dance, not so friends, mumbled the wrong 
all of their songs. You dream wanted to go. We made it much rhythmic as overjoyed. words to every song that 
of that feeling of euphoria, an event, inviting three of They played a long list of he played and applauded 
being among what seems our friends from home. We songs - most of which were every performance until my 
like a elite crowd of people even got floor seats, bur I on their EPs and a Top 40 hands stung. I walked from 
who gets the privilege of still didn't care about going list. And though the crowd Littlejohn to Clemson House 
experiencing the pure bliss to the concert. was split on their knowledge talking about memorable 
that is listening to that band. Finally, that fateful of the openers, everyone moments of the concert with 
Until Saturday, I was a Saturday came. I moved along with the the biggest smile on my face. 
complete concert virgin. nonchalantly prepared by southern melodies. Even I It sounds odd talking 
But I didn't lose my looking Lee Brice up on found myself swaying along. about it, but Lee Brice will 
concert virginity to any of Wiki pedia and scrolling Was I really enjoying myself? hold a special spot in my 
the bands I just listed: In through his brief history After a short heart as my first concert. 
fact, I didn't lose it to any and discography. I learned intermission, Dabo Swinney Did I know every song? No. 
bands or artists that were my that he was from Sumter, and President Clements. Did this experience change 
favorites once upon a middle South Carolina - only an They talked about Brice's my indifference towards 
school dream. My first hour and a half away from history, telling us that he country music? No. But it 
concert was with Lee Brice, my hometown, which 1s wrote a few of his songs in was th "d ,,e greatest a venture 
one of my best friend and pretty cool. I discovered the Clemson House stairwell I've ever had with my 
roommate's favorite artists, that he wrote "Orange (holy crap, I walk down friends, and in the words of 
and until Saturday, I only Empire," the song that plays those steps everyday), and, Mr. Brice, "Here's to nights 
knew two of his songs. 
I'm not one of those 
a million times during each 
football game. But I just 
after leading the audience in 
a badass cadence count, Lee 
we won't remember and the 
f . d , C ,,nen s we wont rorget. 
1sd1y 
When teachers make a textbook 
Text a girl something stupid and it takes 32they wrote "required" for the class, 
seconds for three of her friends to get theit's essentially the equivalent of 
screenshot"check out my mixtape fam" 
I sleep like a baby during exam week. Monday is a lot like when you drink orange 
Every two hours I wake up and cry juice immediately after brushing your teeth 
Salsa has vegetables. So today's a Compiled by: STU PENNEBAKER!rlDleOut editor 
health day 
DYE YOUR HAIR BUT DON'T Kill IT 
The Do's and Don'ts of coloring your hair 
SanaAnzami 
Senior StaffWriter 
Hillary Duff has blue 
hair. If Hillary Duff can have 
blue hair, you can have blue 
hair. Or green, or red, or 
pink or whatever it is your 
heart desires. 
Pastel hair is now a staple 
for festival season, and now 
is the time. I first remember 
lusting over candy colored 
locks after seeing them in a 
k-pop music video when I 
was 16 (2011-ish). Two years 
later as a college freshman, 
I 4 inches of my then waist­
length, dye-virgin hair went 
from black to peacock blue. 
Here is a cheat sheer on 
all the things I wish I'd known 
before I'd taken the plunge 
and worked on my own hair: 
TEST: 
Make sure the color you 
want is really the color you 
want. Test a few pieces with 
spray-on hair color. These can 
be found at any beauty, party or 
Halloween store. 
BLEACH KILLS 
HAIR: 
This is one instance 
where blondes really do 
have more fun. Chemically 
speaking, bleaching splits 
electrons from atoms in the 
hair, causing permanent 
structural damage to cells. 
Red and brown 
pigments color the hair, 
and the damage caused by 
bleaching forces this pigment 
out of the cell. Though 
dyeing gradually will help 
your hair recover, there 
really' is no avoiding damage, 
as the structural integrity 
has been compromised. 
Before you do anything 
with your hair, make sure to 
talk to a stylist, the person 
in a red apron at Sally's 
Beauty supply or a friend 
who took the plunge and 
looks smashing. 
USE TONER: 
Like I said earlier, hair 
has red and brown pigments. 
In bleaching, the brown 
pigment leaves, then the red, 
often leaving hair a brassy 
copper shade instead of the 
desired blonde. A toner works 
by washing hair with a light 
sheen of color and is crucial 
for keeping your purple-gray 
from going yellow. 
If you go blue or purple, , 
use a purple-tinted product to 
keep your hair from turning 
green or yellow. Ifyou try red 
or pink shades, you'll need a 
mint toner. 
SALTWATER, 
BAKING SODA 
AND HEAD AND 
SHOULDERS: 
Say there was a disaster. 
Maybe the color came 
in too dark or it clashes 
with your skin-tone -
something awful. Try one 
of the following to lighten 
your color: 
Rinse with dandruff 
shampoo; it's more stripping 
then the regular kind. 
If that doesn't work, 
mix baking soda with your 
shampoo and rinse again. 
Fill a bowl with salt 
water and soak hair or go to 
the ocean (no joke). 
Only color over 
with a darker pigment 
after lighting the first 
color or else you'll end 
up with dark purple 
hair instead of regular 
purple hair. 
SURVIVAL 
METHODS: 
To make your new 
hair color last and to 
keep it healthy, wash 
your hair with cold 
water; warm water causes 
hair to leak dye faster. D IY 
hair masks are another great 
trick. Also, avoid using hot 
tools in hair. Just curl your 
bangs and let the color do 
the talking. 
WE WANNA SEE YOUR 
STYLE! SEND US YOUR 
PICS BY TAGGING US 
ON INSTAGRAM OR ON 
TWITTER 
@THETIGERCU, 
AND YOU COULD BE 
THE NEXT CAMPUS 
CATWALK! 
__ J I 
1. 
I 
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WHICH 
ORIGINAL IS 
RIGHT FOR YOU? 
BY: CODY SMOLDT, CONTRIBUTOR 
"HOUSE OF CARDS" 
"House of Cards" is the service's biggest and boldest show, and 
its rapid success has paved the way for every other series on this list. 
Kevin Spacey's performance as shady South Carolina (!!!) senator 
Frank Underwood is electric, and Robin Wright's work as his wife 
would make Lady Macbeth proud. It's "Breaking Bad" meets "The 
West Wing," and it's awesome. The show just wrapped up 
its third season and is already renewed for a 
fourth (and likely final) season in 2016. You 
won't want to miss our. i Hausr · 0/CARos 
Watch if you like: Southern accents, 
questionable democracy, family owned rib 
joints, breaking the fourth wall 
"ORANGE IS THE NEW BLACK" 
Based on the Piper Kerman memoir of the same name, "Orange 
is the New Black'' tells the story ofthe sudden arrest ofa woman living 
in New York City (Taylor Schilling) who is convicted and sentenced 
to 15 months in a women's federal prison, Litchfield Penitentiary. 
The show uses flashbacks to provide backstory for women in the 
prison and has been praised for its accurate and responsible portrayal 
of the LQBT lifestyle. The show's third season will air in June. 
Watch ifyou like: Orange jumpsuits, lesbians,·· crazy eyes, 
appropriately-sized pots 
"BLOODLINE'r 
l 
"Bloodline" tells the story of the Rayburn family, whose dark 
secrets and shady past bubble up when the eldest brother (played by 
the excellent Ben Mendelson) comes home to the family's hotel in 
the Florida Keys for ·a pier dedication. Let's just say he overstays his 
welcome. From the creators ofFX's "Damages," "Bloodline" also stars 
Kyle Chandler (who played Coach Taylor on "Friday Night Lights") 
and is my personal favorite of the 
Netflix originals. Season 2 is set to 
air some time in 2016. 
Watch if you like: pinstripe 
suits, drug trafficking, family 
Reunions, Palm Trees 
BLOODLINE 
,.MARVEL'S "DAREDEVIL" 
Parr of the Marvel Cinematic Universe, a continuity that also 
includes recent movies like "The Avengers," "Iron Man," "Thor" 
and "Captain America," Marv~l's "Daredevil" is the gritty origin 
story oflawyer-by-day Marr Murdock who was blinded as a young 
boy. Come nightfall, Murdock uses his elevated senses to fight 
crime as Daredevil in the streets ofHell's Kirchen, New York City. 
It's dark, it's gritty, and it has some of the best fight scenes I've 
ever seen on TV. If you like Superheroes, then you've got to check 
it out. 
Watch if you like: Killer fight scenes, blood, plot-related 
blindness, the chrisropher nolan batman movies 
~ ~ 
"UNBREAKABLE 
KIMMY SCHMIOT" 
"Unbreakable Kimmy 
Schmidt" stars Ellie Kemper as 
Kimmy Schmidt, a 29-year-old 
attempting to adjust to life in the 
Big Apple after being rescued from a 
doomsday cult in Indiana where she 
was held underground for 15 years. 
The show was created by 30 Rock 
alum Tina Fey and Robert Carlock 
and has already been picked up for a 
second season. 
Watch ifyou like: Successful misfits, irony, laughter and joy 
p 
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Bottoms Up 
Overcoming your fear of the backdoor 
Let's be real - 2014 
was the Year of the Booty. 
From ''.Anaconda," to 
Kim Kardashian's post-
gym "belfies," to basically 
everything that Iggy Azalea 
stands for, butts were 
everywhere, including the 
bedroom. The once totally 
taboo sexual act is now, 
to quote Ilana Glazer of 
"Broad City," "on the menu" 
across the board. 
The collective 
conversation surrounding 
anal long revolved around 
stereotypical, zealous 
boyfriends and hesitant 
girlfriends, focusing on how 
the act must be inherently 
pleasurable · for men, but a 
rather unpleasant task for 
women. Part of the Ren-ass­
sance of 2014 was bringing 
female pleasure because 
of, and not in spite of, the 
booty to the forefront of the 
conversation. For instance, 
in her burt-tastic single 
"Anaconda," Nicki Minaj 
waxes philosophicly about 
a man who can perform a 
certain sexual act "like his 
name Romaine." We'll pause 
while those of you who 
don't know what that could 
possibly mean look it up on 
Urban Dictionary. Got it? 
OK. Marnie Michaels, the 
"Girls" resident wannabe 
folk-singer also reaps the 
benefits of this particular 
pleasurable act via her 
songwriting partner Desi, 
bringing a firm (get it?) 
visual to Minaj's posturing. 
Even major publications 
like "Cosmopolitan," 
"New York Magazine" and 
(unsurprisingly) "Playboy" 
all featured articles about 
a variety of butt stuff, with 
much space devoted to 
the pleasure that women 
can derive from all sorts 
of ass play. 
Ifyou're thinking about 
adding some backdoor 
nonsense to your sexual 
repertoire, there are some 
definite do's and don'rs: 
Lube is key. Nor 
spit, nor bodily fluids, 
nor burrer or any other 
sort of household slippery 
substance, bur straight up 
lube. You can use water or 
silicon-based lube, bur think 
about how you're planning 
to get down. Silicon-based 
lubricant will degrade silicon 
sex toys, and water-based 
lube will break down really 
quickly if you're having sex 
in the shower. 
Condoms are still very 
necessary. Even though 
there's little-to-no risk of 
pregnancy during anal, the 
skin in and around ones anus 
is very sensitive and prone to 
rearing. These tears, called 
fissures, will welcome in 
STDs with open arms. Also, 
if you're engaging in vaginal 
sex as well, you must change 
your condom to prevent 
bacterial transfer. 
If it'll make you or your 
partner more comfortable, 
work your way up using 
burr plugs and toys . Ir's a 
way to rest the waters and 
see if doing it for real holds 
any interest for you. Keep 
in mind as well that the tip 
of your partner's you-know­
what is the widest part, so 
once that's taken care of, 
you're home free. 
If you're terrified 
that you're going to poop, 
relax. You probably won't, 
although there might be 
little bits and pieces hanging 
around (sexy, right?). You 
should relax your muscles 
anyway, bur also set your 
mind at ease. There's a very, 
very, very small chance 
that you'll become even 
temporarily incontinent. 
Penetration isn't the 
only way to get down 
back there. Your rear has 
a ton of nerve endings, so 
it 's a fun spot to play.around 
with. See Mr. Romaine 
for details. 
Like any sexual act, 
consent is key. Don't 
feel pressured into doing 
anything, and if you hare 
the idea of using your rear 
door, then no one has the 
right to make you feel like 
you should. 
As always, be safe and 
respectful of you and your 
partner's wishes, bodies and 
boundaries, and enjoy being 
On the Prowl! 
The 
Button 
Experimen 
Reddit 1s new social experiment drives people crazy 
Nathan Goodroe 
Contributor 
Reddit Gan be addressed 
as the internet's largest 
aggregated media website, 
but that would be like 
calling the computer a "neat 
invention." Reddic is much 
. more than just a website of 
collected and sorted links, cat 
gifs and political discussion; 
it is a cultural hub where 
ideas are spread, and, as 
past years have shown, it's a 
fantastic place for April Fools 
fun. For example, two years 
ago, they randomly assigned 
each user into rwo groups, 
orange-red or periwinkle. 
What followed was a 
tongue-in-cheek civil war 
between anonymous users, 
sending the website into a 
playful frenzy. 
However, on April 1 
this year, Reddi r launched 
a mysterious section known 
only as "The Button." The 
Button itself is a countdown 
clock that counts down from 
60 seconds, that is all tied 
to the titular button. Every 
Reddit account created 
before April Fools is entitled 
to exactly one press of the 
button, with each user's 
button press resetting the 
counter to 60 seconds. 
Initially, a huge wave of 
people didn't read the short 
instructions. They clicked 
the button without knowing 
that the moment they clicked 
it, their once-blue button 
would turn grey, and they 
would be forced to watch 
everything unfold without 
another click. Those who 
clicked the timer within the 
first 10 seconds were given 
a purple tag next to their 
username and the second at 
which they clicked. In the 
first day, the counter never 
dropped below 55. 
The days that followed 
had people searching the 
code of the website to learn 
that each click in 10 second 
increment would give them 
different color rags next to 
their username, red being the 
most sought after because 
it can only be gained by 
clicking the button in its last 
few seconds before time runs 
out. People set up programs 
to work at all hours of the 
night, watching the counter 
as it droped, reset and 
started to drop again, all in 
hope of clicking the button 
at a certain time to get a 
small, colored dot next to 
their username. 
Web browser plug-
ins were even available, so 
users could be alerted when 
the timer dropped below 
a certain number, even 
when they weren't on the 
site. Discussions broke our 
about never pressing the 
button, pressing it early, 
celebrating a certain colored 
tag, chastising other colors 
and wondering what would 
occur at the end of this 
strange experiment. 
To this day, rhar last 
question still remains . With 
almost three-quarters of 
a million people having 
already used their one click, 
most users hypothesize that 
nothing will happen at this 
point. Some left, never to 
return again, while others 
still click, staying around 
the discussion boards to 
talk about it or data from 
the sire for further analysis. 
Alternative sires have also 
been created, where people 
can watch a live gathering 
of when The Button is 
being pressed. 
The Button may have 
starred out as an April Fool's 
joke, bur it has quickly 
turned into an internet 
culture phenomenon that 
continues to this day. Reddit 
user Youngtusk summarized 
it best, saying, "Reddit has 
empowered every single 
one of its users to be able 
to play a perpetual practical 
joke on each other. Whether 
it's sniping a flair color, 
trolling each other's colors 
or spending hours of effort 
on something with no real 
world repercussions, Reddir 
has created the greatest April 
Fool's joke in history, and we 
don't even know what the 
[punch line] is yet." 
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UNIVERSITY OF-
Summer isn't just a season for vacations. You can also take advantage ofopportunities to 
progress in your academic career, and havefun at the same time. USC Aiken is offering many0\ROIJNA 
online classes throughout the summer. To view all online classes and class dates please visit 
AIKEN web.usca.edu/surnmer 
